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The Railway Station in the 1930s.  Though these are described as Goods Yard and Coal Sidings, much is still recognisable today.  
The car on the extreme right is parked close to the front of the original Railway Inn, later the Rock Robin, but that building was 
demolished in 1937 and rebuilt further back from the road.  Now it has been rebuilt again as apartments. The goods shed on the 
left was demolished in 1970 when the whole site was developed as a car park.    

As you can imagine, we often find ourselves easily distracted when we find interesting pictures like this in the archives. 

***** 

The HISTORY CENTRE continues to be a hive of activity and we are delighted to be receiving so many visitors, literally from far and 
wide.  Some come in to see what it’s all about; others with questions; others planning research on their family, their house or 
Wadhurst in general; others bringing in interesting items for us to look at or identify or even receive as gifts. 

Recently we have been archiving the many documents and photographs given to us by the family of Jenn Hemsley. Anthony 
Cosham  continues meticulously cataloguing his father’s eclectic collection of scrapbooks, and the archiving of the Bocking 
Collection photographs and documents is on-going.  All the details are eventually abstracted and outline information is put on to 
Index Cards and this facilitates easy cross-referencing.   We now have a set of six new metal filing drawers for the thousands (again 
literally) of typed Index Cards which proves this cross-referencing is working well and is proving popular with visitors.  It has been 
going on since 2004 and never ceases so that is good for the generations to come.  Information can also be gleaned on line.   A 
newly framed lithograph is a lovely picture of the Queen’s Head Hotel which was so badly damaged and subsequently demolished 
following the Meteor crash in January 1956.  Come in and see what the Jempson’s site used to look like. History Society Collection) 

For updated news and information about the 
Wadhurst History Society, please consult 

 

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org 

 

What an extra-ordinary  

http://www.wadhursthistorysociety.org/


 

If any competent typist would like to help us with 

this transcribing, please contact me on  

01892 783212. 
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Talks until the end of 2016. 

Wed. 6th April:  Ray Shayler:  “The Hidden Collection at 

Scotney Castle”.  Ray has spent much of the last two years 

discovering the treasures hidden in the attics of Scotney. 

This replaces the talk about Richard III, as Mark Perry-Nash has had 

to cancel for personal reasons. 

Thurs. 5th May:  “The Lucke Family of Wadhurst and 

Lamberhurst in the 17th – 19th Centuries”.            by Joan Angus. 

Joan describes her researches on the family in preparation for her 

historical novel, “There Be Dragons”. 

Wed. 8th June: “An English History of Freedom”  

by Andy Thomas - noted speaker, broadcaster and author. 

From Boudicca, through the Peasants’ Revolt to Cromwell, Thomas 

Paine, the Suffragettes and George Orwell – freedom has been the 

key issue in English history. 

Wed. 6th July: “A Schoolboy in London during World War II” 

     by Ray Broomfield 

Ray describes his experiences, the rationing and blackout, living in 

shelters and the work of members of the services on the home front.  

He will bring a display of various items. 

Thurs. 15th September: “Epic Voyages in History”  

      by David Clark 

Find out more about the voyages of the Mayflower (1620), the 

Golden Hind (1577), HMS Lutine (1799), HMS Prince of Wales 

(1941), USS Maddox (1964)  See also some of David’s selection of 

the ship models he has made. 

Thurs. 6th October: “Churchill’s Special Army – the Special 

Operations Executive”                                          by Gilly Halcrow 

Gilly pays tribute to and describes the work of the men and women 

agents who were parachuted behind enemy lines to “Set Europe 

Ablaze”. 

Wed. 9th November:  Wadhurst History Society Members’ 

Evening of short talks and presentations. 

Wed. 7th December:  AGM and Entertainment.  Mulled wine and 

mince pies. 
 

Thank you, Arthur for another varied and interesting 
sounding collection of talks. 

 

TWO GRANTS IN 2015 

Last year the Rotary Club gave us £500 which will 

help our archiving capabilities and also its security. 

Their generosity is very much appreciated. 
 

We have recently been very fortunate to be given 

£1200 from the Wadhurst Area Trust (the successor 

to the Wadhurst Area Society for Protection and 

Preservation) so that we may purchase recording 

equipment for interviews with Wadhurst people.   

 

It is important that we have as many memories of 

times gone by as possible and this should help us 

greatly.  The recordings will be transcribed and thus 

we shall have aural and written records which will 

be of help to future generations. 

 

We are extremely grateful to WAT for their support.   
 



 

MONTHLY TALKS’  SUMMARIES: 

January 2016: 

THE HISTORY OF THE BRASS BAND 

  
Mr E.L.G (Algy) Hoare BEM, our well-known and 

highly-respected conductor of Wadhurst Brass Band, 

told us about the History of the Band.  

Algy started by demonstrating some of the instruments:- 

 a trumpet, French horn, post horn, cornet, trombone and 

a German hunting horn, all had their turn with 

wonderful sounds.  We were told the story of the 

trumpet went back to the beginning of human history; 

the Bible testifies to its importance in early religious 

ceremony, and Homer to its use in battle.    

Brass bands were first founded in about 1830 mainly 

sponsored by manufacturing firms and amongst miners. 

Contests were encouraged and arranged.  It was not long 

before towns and villages had their own brass groups 

and, in 1871,  Wadhurst’s first band was formed and 

played at local functions and on Saturday evenings in 

the square.  Eventually through lack of funds that band 

broke up.    

In 1896 the band reformed with Charles Piper as the 

conductor and with eight players. There were strict rules 

and members were expected to be of exemplary 

behaviour and appearance.  Should a member have to 

appear in front of the local magistrate this would lead to 

expulsion. In 1898 the Parish Magazine reported that the 

Brass Band had given an excellent concert in aid of the 

Football Club funds.  In a later year the Secretary and 

Treasurer, Mr A G Watson, reported that the Band had 

had a successful year and at 24 of the engagements, it 

had played for free.   

The Band continued until the Second World War when 

it became defunct for a variety of reasons. One or two 

attempts were made to start it again, but all to no avail. 

Some players joined other bands in the area including 

the Salvation Army who had its own local Band at the 

time. 

*** 

In 1957, Algy came to Wadhurst and joined the Brass 

Band at Mayfield.  He was employed as the woodwork 

master at the Secondary Modern School, which at that 

time was in Sparrows Green.  Algy found it refreshing 

to have a quick blow on the trumpet between lessons! 

This encouraged several pupils who expressed an 

interest in learning.   

With the school’s subsequent move to the present 

Uplands site, Fred Sparks arrived.  He was a new music 

teacher and keen instrumentalist.  Tuition started in 

earnest, shortly followed by the formation of a small 

orchestra and brass group.  Algy found himself teaching 

as many as twenty pupils during lunch breaks and after 

school. 

1970 was a turning point. Cyril Rimmer became the new 

Headmaster and Algy got a year’s leave to study music 

at Trinity College of Music in London. During that time, 

George Mallion from the Salvation Army Band helped 

out with brass lessons.  The Uplands Band as it had 

then become, soon won first prize in their section at the 

Tunbridge Wells Music Festival. 

In 1974 it was decided to set up a Wadhurst Youth 

Band, this became a platform for school leavers, and 

some of the more promising players still at school.  Now 

more quality instruments were required and much fund-

raising was undertaken.  

A Happy Band in St Omer, France with Algy Hoare

                                      May 2015 

1983 saw the formation of the fully titled Wadhurst 

Brass Band which brought in an influx of older 

members. Since then the Band has grown from strength 

to strength attracting members from as far afield as 

Bromley, Sevenoaks, Tunbridge Wells and 

Crowborough and playing in concerts throughout the 

local area and also in Germany, Belgium, France and 

Holland - all several times over.   

The year 2015, was the 100th Anniversary of the Battle 

of Aubers Ridge in northern France, where 25 men from 

Wadhurst were killed.  This has been a particularly 

spectacular year for the Band and  has demanded an 

important contribution to the commemorative centenary 

events both here and in France, and that included 

playing at the Menin Gate in Ypres at their poignant 

nightly ceremony. 

 Algy’s fascinating talk was much appreciated by the 

large audience.  

Martin Turner    

 

 



 

February 2016:    

"YOU'VE NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD" 

by Don Dray 

Macmillan's immortal phrase from July 1957 provided 

the title for this talk, in which Don Dray allowed us an 

insight into Britain during the period from the end of the 

Second World War until 1960, as its people learned to 

live again. 

With peace came change: rationing, an economic 

downturn, and destruction all around.  Austerity Britain. 

Demobbed servicemen returned to families from whom 

they had grown apart, and to children they hardly knew. 

Politics was not immune: Churchill, the war leader, was 

out, Clement Attlee's Labour administration came in, 

bringing sweeping reforms, including nationalisation 

(not least, of the Bank of England), the birth of the 

National Health Service, and much rebuilding. 

Providing housing for some, prefabricated houses 

("prefabs"),  erected in 4 hours, were intended to enjoy 

10 years of life, while many blitzed Londoners found 

homes in growing towns such as Stevenage, Haverhill, 

and Crawley. 

Like many other commodities, clothing was rationed, 

"make do and mend" being the watchword. Dior 

introduced his New Look in 1947, and a Pontypool 

factory turned out nylon stockings. The emphasis at this 

time was on bright colours, artificial fabrics, and 

affordable prices, as the 1940s moved into the 1950s, 

accompanied by the bikini, stiletto heels, beehive 

hairdos and all kinds of use made of plastic. 

Frankly speaking, Britain was rather poor, Beveridge, in 

his Report, demanding that those five "giants" of 

Disease, Ignorance, Want, Idleness, and Squalor be 

slain, in favour of a healthy society. One's offspring 

could enjoy free milk, subsidised orange juice, and 

school dental checks, yet certain "giants" still roamed at 

large: polio, influenza, whooping cough, and 

appendicitis, which could, and often did, kill. 

Cycling became the fundamental mode of transport, as 

well as a means of keeping fit, since few could afford 

cars until the late 1950s. The bus was extremely popular 

until around 1960, but those fortunate enough to drive 

discovered a sense of freedom and unrestricted parking, 

at a time when heavy freight was still borne on rail. 

Civil aviation was in its relative infancy, although 

Croydon Airport gave way to a new airport, near 

Hounslow, soon known as Heathrow. Gatwick waited 

not far behind. Those entering the country as 

immigrants came by ship, the first wave being brought 

over from the West Indies in 1948, with regular 

additions thereafter.  

On the work front, traditional trades were threatened by 

mass production, women's employment was on the 

increase (although these new, independent women could 

expect only 50% of a man's pay for the same work), and 

tension in the search for a job brought with it a degree of 

racism. This situation was also evident in the hunt for 

accommodation (punishingly high rents if one could 

find anything, but "no Blacks, no pets, no Irish" very 

much the order of the day), and the apparently 

innocuous graffiti "KBW" standing for "Keep Britain 

White". Despite all this, in the Britain of the day 

morality was strong as was obedience to the Law, 

loyalty to the Crown, and respect for the Church.  

Children had great liberty at play, both indoors and on 

the street, demonstrating more imagination than today's 

seemingly total reliance on computer-driven games, and 

the production of toys enjoyed rapid growth, still 

continuing in 2016. Those 1950s children initially 

received a small amount of pocket money, largely spent 

on comics and - once rationing ended - sweets, but older 

boys could earn extra income from doing a paper round 

(braving early starts, often in the bitter cold). The 

desirable playthings of the period included Hornby train 

sets, Barbie dolls, and Dinky Toys, as manufacturers 

recognised a growing market for the "Baby Boomer" 

generation. 

For entertainment, swing music arrived from the USA, 

and the jive became the rage, but the cinema reigned 

supreme. Before television sets became a feature in 

most homes, films from Ealing Studios or Rank were 

highly valued, and pin-up photos (Doris Day, James 

Stewart, et al) were the "must haves" of the day. Bingo, 

dances, musicals (Oklahoma!), bicycles, cars, and 

holidays (Butlin's camps, hop-picking, or seaside 

guesthouses) provided the fun. The beaches, "open" 

again post-war, were a great magnet, as was watching 

football, with crowds at record levels after seven "lost" 

seasons. Football was never more popular than in the 

1940s and 1950s, and crowds also patronised cricket 

(Denis Compton scored a record 3,816 runs in one 



 

season) and speedway. Strangely, the 1948 Olympic 

Games, held in London, did little for the country, as the 

stronger, better nourished Americans amassed most of 

the medals.  

Within the home, entertainment was initially provided 

by the wireless, offering three distinctive services on its 

Home, Light, and Third programmes. Listeners adored 

Mrs Dale's Diary, Round the Horn, Dick Barton, and 

Housewives' Choice, but the 1953 Coronation saw a 

surge in the acquisition of television sets,  some 20 

million viewers witnessing the event on their small 

screens. Radio comedy remained in vogue, with The 

Goon Show, Hancock, The Navy Lark, and The Glums 

immensely popular during the period, during which 

great optimism was evident in the British people. 

These years were not without their tragedies: the early 

death of HM The King, floods at Lynmouth and Canvey 

Island, loss of life for 28 at the Farnborough Air Show, 

the death of 102 when three trains collided at Harrow, 

and the Munich air crash, to name a few.  

However, all in all, the people of Britain had truly 

"never had it so good" as during that decade and a half 

of hope, reconstruction, the promise of a bright future, 

the introduction of labour-saving appliances in the home 

(washing machines, refrigerators, and vacuum cleaners), 

and the ability to shop under one roof in the new 

"supermarkets", when they really did learn to live again. 

Stefan Gatward  

March 2016 

“POLITENESS OF PRINCES” 

by Imogen Corrigan 

We were addressed by Imogen Corrigan, a mediaeval 

historian and former member of the Army, on the 

subject of “Politeness of Princes” – the etiquette of the 

Middle Ages.  While not covering chivalry and the 

etiquette of the battlefield or of courtly love, Imogen 

spoke about the manners of the household and 

particularly dining. 

Drawing on pictures, carvings and literature from the 

period, Imogen sought to demonstrate that, far from the 

popular Hollywood depiction of raucous, rowdy and ill-

mannered behaviour, the reality was of a much more 

orderly and polite situation.  And people were keen to 

learn and apply good manners. 

In big houses, a typical dinner would be served on large 

trestle tables (which could easily be cleared away to 

create a large space), covered with a tablecloth.  The 

table would not be laid in the way that would now be the 

case, as the guests would bring their own knife and 

spoon (forks did not come in until later).  The diners 

would sit on one side of the table and the food would be 

served from the “open” side.  The servants would often 

be from the same social class as the diners – they would 

be young people who had joined the household as 

children and were learning the manners of “gentlemen”.  

At some stage they would move to the other side of the 

table and themselves be served by the new trainees. 

Although cutlery was used, some food would be eaten 

by hand.  Personal cleanliness was therefore important 

and there would be plenty of opportunity to wash hands 

as ewers (aquamaniles) with scented water would be 

brought round for the purpose.  

At this time, plates were not regularly in use, but instead 

they used “trenchers” which were the bottom part of 

stale loaves of bread.  There would be one trencher 

between two people, and the food would be eaten off 

these, but the diners would not eat the trenchers (or lick 

them) as, when finished, the used trenchers would be 

taken out and given to the poor at the gate.   The top part 

of the loaves, when fresh, (the upper crust) would be 

given to the principal guests. 

The fear of poisoning was a concern, and one of the 

servants would have a unicorn horn (the tusk of a 

narwhal), which would, apparently, turn black if there 

was any poison around.  Four people would share a 

drinking chalice, so if that were poisoned, it could result 

in a mass casualty! 

Feasts would sometimes be huge, both in the number of 

guests and in the amount consumed (with eye-watering 

numbers of oxen, sheep, fowl, fish etc on the menu) – 

but these would be eaten over several days. 

Books on courtesy and behaviour (called moralia – sort 

of “Teach Yourself” books) describe the ways one 

should behave at table – and most of the rules would not 

be out of place today: 

Don’t spit at the table    

Don’t bite the food and pass it on 

Don’t whisper (a fear of plotting!)  

Don’t scratch yourself – or a dog 

Don’t stroke your neighbour’s hair  

Don’t pick your nose or teeth 



 

Don’t blow on the food    

Don’t drink with your mouth full 

Don’t wipe your mouth or hands on the 

tablecloth 

Etc etc – but you can throw your bones on the 

floor! 
 

This was an interesting talk, which was able to dispel 

many incorrect misconceptions.  Our mediaeval 

forebears were really quite polite after all! 

Michael Goolden 

News from the Centre 

We have had a steady stream of visitors to the Centre – 

and all have signed the visitors’ book.  The majority of 

them have travelled long distances to use our facilities. 

One who did not travel far was MORGAN WAGG, an A-

Level student at Uplands who called on several 

occasions to copy photographs of ‘Old Wadhurst’ from 

around the start of the 20th century to the 1950s.  This 

was for her photography project, to be presented in 

display form – the old views alongside the present-day 

location.   

Three of us from the Wadhurst History Society went to 

Uplands to see the Art student’s exhibition. 

Morgan’s work was most impressive – black and white 

photographs carefully mounted and shown on display 

boards.  She appreciated very much the help we had 

given her and we, in our turn, were delighted to assist 

her and to have the material for her to use in this 

important assignment.         Rachel Ring 

 

Recent Gifts to  
Wadhurst  

 

We have been very pleased recently to have received 

some most generous donations to Wadhurst via the 

History Society, donations which will provide excellent 

material for future research and discovery.  It is lovely 

that, through this and further Newsletters, we can share 

lots of bits and bobs with our readers. 

The family of JENN HEMSLEY (née Pilbeam) gave us 

suitcases of documents and artefacts which have now 

been fully archived, and a folder of 43 hand-written 

sheets which particularly caught our attention. 

Memoirs of Sir George Courthope 

1616 – 1685 
 

I was born in Sir George Rivers’ house called Chafford 

in the County of Kent (my mother being his daughter) 

and was christened the third of June in the year 1616.  

Some time after, Sir George Courthope, my father, left 

that place and kept house at Whiligh in the County of 

Sussex where I now dwell.  I being about 4 years old, 

my mother died and with my two sisters, Ann and 

Frances Courthop [sic] (the former was never married, 

the latter was married to Sir Charles Howard of 

Bookham in Surrey and by her he had the Lord of 

Effingham that now is) were put out to school at 

West[e]rham in the County of Kent, then to a 

gentlewoman whose name was Isley, to be taught to 

work and write and dance and play upon some sorts of 

musick;  I was put to a grammar school which was there 

kept by one Mr Walter, that had been my father’s poor 

scholar in Cambridge; with him I staid seven year, till I 

could make true Latin both in prose and verse; and then 

was removed to Merchant Taylors School, London, and 

from there to Westminster, where I remained till I went 

to Oxford which (I take it) was in the year 1630, and 

there I was placed in University College as Upper 

Commoner….. we were fined upon omission and 

reproached if we did not make our exercises, either in 

the Hall or in the Chapel, better than the Lower 

Commoners or Servitors…………..At three years’ end, 

as a Knight’s eldest son, I commenced Batchelour of 

Arts.  The day I took my degree, I made a great dinner 

in the Hall, at my own expense, which came to About 

40 pounds, and had liberty to invite what persons I 

would to it, of what degree soever they were in the 

University. 

I did not take my final Master’s degree because in the 

year 1635 (as I would guess) I was taken from the 

University to go and travel beyond the seas with Francis 

Lennard, Lord Dacre of Herstmonceux, in Sussex. 

As we were sailing between Rye and Dieppe, we were 

taken by an Algerine who plundered us of all fresh meat 

and £100 in money, taken from Monsieur Battelière 

who was Secretary to the Earl of Leicester that was the 

Ambassador in France:  my lord was forced, tho’ very 

seasick, to be carried by two men on the bed he lay on 

upon the deck to testify to them that there were no 

French goods in the ship, but being a nobleman of 

England he hired it to carry him and his company over 

to France. 

[George travelled widely from London, through France 

to Geneva, at a time when it was useful that he was a 

Protestant in some cities.  He had to delay for a while in 

Geneva because of it “being so visited with plague that 

no other place, city or town would let us come into it  

unless we lay in a Lazaretto forty days to air ourselves 

within the town.”  He then travelled to Turin, Genoa, 

Rome spending some weeks in each place.  Naples and 

Mount Aetna “where in the night-time we could see 

huge flames of fire come out of the burning mountain 

that were not to be perceived in the day”. It took them 

13 weeks to reach Smyrna (instead of the normal 35 

days) because they were so often becalmed.  Then they 

went overland where the country was “very little 

peopled”  to Constantinople.] 



 

“The prospect of the city when you came within six or 

eight miles of it exceeds all imagination, the sea 

encompassing it every way so that, let the wind blow 

where it listeth some ships or other come in, and in the 

city are stately high cypress trees and firs that with the 

reflection of the golden spires that are upon their 

mosques, and the Great Turk’s Seraglio that it may not 

unfitly be called to resemble Paradise.”……. 

 

Having spent some weeks exploring Constantinople and 

its fascinating buildings, Courthope sailed towards 

Malta but the captain had to deliver goods to the island 

of Teredos near the ruins of Troy.  Unfortunately there 

he was taken to be a Venetian agent spying for the 

enemy on the false accusations of a Turk. Despite his 

strong denials and explanations that he was an 

Englishman, the Officials did not believe him.  They 

took him away to put him in the Stocks which had “no 

holes for a leg to be put into”.  Eventually he was 

chained with a collar round his neck along with three 

others “so that none of us could stir to ease nature but all 

four must go”.   

After his friends had negotiated with the Officials, he 

was given three choices: “to be detained till the return of 

their Cadi or Aga who had power to hang and draw, to 

send up in Constantinople to know whether he really 

was an Englishman, or to be given fifty or sixty blows 

on the soles of my feet (= drubbing).  I was desirous 

they would let me go with the officers that went to 

Constantinople and offered to pay the freight of the ship 

during the time I used her, but the merchants were all 

against me, alleging their goods would be spoiled and 

they must unload them and then put them in again and 

they themselves stay there till my return and how long 

that might be by reason of contrary winds and weather 

was very uncertain.  To which I replied that tho’ they 

were not chained as I was, yet they could not go out of 

the Island without leave so that they were under 

constraint as well as I, tho’ they had a larger compass, 

and if they kept me till the Cadi came back, their ship 

and they would be forced to stay with me.  

[His friend, Mr Tufton, managed to negotiate a bribe 

with one of the Officers.] 

“They resolved that fifty blows should be given with a 

Bull’s Pizzle [?] upon the sole of my feet which was to 

be executed that morning in the face of all the People 

for example’s sake”; but the bribe money to buy off the 

punishment was not mentioned before the Court and the 

Officer who had accepted the bribe could not mention it, 

anyway, as the negotiations had been in secret.  

“Whether out of policy or reality, a little while before 

their rising, one of the Council said it was a punishment 

not used in Christendom and that Christians were 

disabled by it all their lives and he did conceive a mulet 

[?] of money would be more useful and he thought there 

was money or wares on the ship that might answer the 

offence committed and that, if they could stay till the 

Registrar could search the books, they would find 

money paid and the punishment relaxed.  Then the 

question arose what sum was proportioned to take off 

the corporal punishment.” 

The first sum suggested was 400 dollars (about £90) but 

after further negotiation, the sum of 200 dollars was 

accepted and “we made all the haste we could for fear, 

they having power enough over me to make use of it.”  

When Courthope asked Mr Tufton and the merchants 

later whether they “intended the whole charge should be 

upon me, they replied the false accusation affected only 

my person and it was well I escaped drubbing:  neither 

had I a farthing allowed me from any of them.”  
16/AM/133 

 

Perhaps we can include more extracts from Sir 

George’s Memoirs in future Newsletters.   
 

***** 
 

SHIRLEY BOORMAN recently gave us an immaculately 

curated complete copy of the 1911 census with further 

detail and that gives a very interesting picture of 

Wadhurst.  In our publication Wadhurst Back in Time pp 

71 – 81, you can read the detailed analysis presented by 

Michael Harte referring to surname, first name and age 

distribution, employment and accommodation. 

Under ‘employment’ he noted that the most common 

category was of domestic service with nearly 80 

descriptions and fine distinctions being given.  Of those, 

by far the majority employed were women as a further  

close reading of Shirley’s sheets show. 
 

The job titles seem to have depended very much on the 

whim of the mistress and perhaps the impression she 

wished to make on her neighbours because we find: 

cook – domestic, parlour maid – domestic, housemaid – 

domestic, general servant – domestic, between maid – 

domestic, house parlourmaid – domestic, housekeeper, 

housekeeper – domestic, housekeeper – help; the 

addition of “domestic” suggests these would be in a 

small establishment where general work round the 

house would be expected regardless of the main 

responsibility. 

 

A book published originally in 1894, The Duties of 

Servants – The Routine of Domestic Service [Copper 

Beech Publishing] gives advice to both mistress and 

servant and explains in detail what should be expected 

from each servant.  “Without early rising, there can be 

little or no punctuality in a household.”  “A young 

woman who has been head kitchen-maid under a good 

cook is far preferable to one who has been plain cook in 

a small family….. she has assisted in the best style of 

cooking”.   
 



 

The “Upper Staff” included the housekeeper who was 

second only to the butler if one’s establishment was big 

enough to have such a personage. 

The housekeeper was responsible for engaging and/or 

dismissing female staff and for the smooth running of 

the whole house, managing the store room, keeping 

household accounts and it was she who carved one of 

the joints for the servants’ dinner.  “In the country, she 

materially helps her mistress in her charities to the poor, 

carries out her orders and attends to her wants”. 

In small households, a plain cook could also be expected 

to act as a parlour-maid so she would be sweeping, 

cleaning and lighting fires, dusting the dining and 

drawing rooms, cleaning and polishing the front hall and 

front door steps. 

The housemaid in more 

modest houses, having 

got up at 6 am in winter, 

would be responsible 

for all the household 

linen and chintzes etc, 

would prepare the 

bedrooms in the evening 

and provide a jug of hot 

water for every person.  

She would have to do an 

extra clean once a 

month.  She would also 

answer the door in the 

afternoons, lay the table 

for afternoon tea and dinner and do any necessary 

mending. 
 

****** 
 

From JOAN GRIFFIN (née Reed) we have received a 

most interesting framed pair of documents and perhaps 

some of you can answer a few puzzles for us. The 

punctuation follows the original. 

Particulars and Conditions of Sale  
 

on 28th August 1838 of 
 

WADHURST CASTLE and ESTATE 

delightfully situate within Six Miles of Tunbridge Wells, only 
three from the ROMANTIC VILLAGE OF FRANT and on the 
High Road to Hastings and St Leonards in Sussex.  

(Why is Frant described as romantic?) 
A Daily Coach passes the Gate to London and Hastings.  
Around the Castle and Demesnes are 244A 2R 6P,  all freehold 
land except about half an Acre of Copyhold adjoining the 
Road, disposed in Woods, Plantations, Meadows, Pasture, 
Arable, and Hop Grounds; 
 

Also in a separate lot, 
 

THE PLEASURE FARM 

consisting of Luck’s House and Grounds in Wadhurst Town 
and Stone Cross Farm, adjoining the two making a most 
compact Property fronting the Road. (Which is Luck’s House?) 

The Farm extends to 12A, 3R, 31P. (When did you last use rods 

and perches in your measuring?) 

Can anyone identify The Pleasure Farm, please?   

Descriptions continue: 

Wadhurst Castle Has long been familiar to the public as one of 
the interesting features of its delightful vicinage…… It has long 
been a commanding as well as an interesting object to the 
traveller.  The order of Architecture is chaste, and precisely 
what a Castle should be.  It is erected of stone, placed on an 
eminence which tends materially to increase its outward 
pretensions besides aiding very much the INTERESTING 
VIEW OVER THE PARK AND ESTATE. 

The entrée is direct from the London Road, through luxuriant 
Plantations, inclining by a serpentine drive to the Mansion. 

The PANORAMIC LANDSCAPE that is presented can hardly 
be surpassed in England; it approaches the delightful illusion 
which the Earl of Abergavenny’s famed Wood never fails to 
inspire.  In the distance is seen Shenfold [sic] Park, Mayfield 
and its famed Ruins, Rose Hill, Burwash, and Whiligh, with a 
picturesque view of WADHURST TOWN AND ITS FAMED 
SPIRE and the surrounding Woodland Scenery. 

 

Additional Information from Wadhurst: Town of the High Weald,  

by Alan Savidge and Oliver Mason 

The large castellated 19th Century Wadhurst Castle was 

built on the site of a much older house, which was called  

Maplehurst until the late 1820s. As a result of the Sale 

above, Robert Harding arrived in 1839 and employed 

the architect, E B Lamb, to enlarge the house 

southwards.  It was further enlarged in 1870 by its later 

owner, Edward Watson Smyth, who turned it into “a 

typical Victorian baronial mansion”.  This was badly 

damaged by fire in 1933 but once repaired remains 

more or less the same to this day. 

***** 

“A THIRD OF A BIN” 

 

BRIAN TERRY visited the Centre in September 2015 

and now has sent us two copies of his book of childhood 

memories of Wadhurst. The title reflects his hop-picking 

days gone by.  He now lives in Bedford. 

Brian has given us permission to quote from his 

publication and this seems a good opportunity to share 

one of his stories with you:- 

“For a long time, I had wanted a bicycle and now, with 

my hop-picking earnings, I was in a position to buy one. 

My mother took me to Currys in Tunbridge Wells 

[where] after much deliberating, I settled for a 

Herculese Roadster…... dark maroon with white 

mudguards and fitted with three speed gears.  [I paid] 

the full amount £10.88 in cash and I also bought a 

saddle-bag and dynamo. 

“I couldn’t wait for it to be delivered.  

“With winter approaching, my cycling was confined to 

the local area but the following summer I ventured  

further afield. 



 

“One evening, on the spur of the moment, I decided to 

cycle to Tunbridge Wells, a distance of some seven 

miles. Wadhurst lies in a landscape of hills and valleys 

and all routes can be described as undulating.  The route 

to Tunbridge Wells was typical but I made good time 

and decided to carry on towards Tonbridge.  The road 

more or less levelled out for a few miles before it 

dropped steeply into Tonbridge. 

“I was now in the Medway valley and the road again 

followed a fairly level course on through Hildenborough 

and beyond.  I was now approaching Sevenoaks and the 

road started to climb up River Hill.  It got steeper and 

steeper until eventually I reached the top.  I decided that 

was perhaps far enough for one evening. 

“Having cycled eighteen miles, I now turned round and 

enjoyed free-wheeling down the steep twisting road that 

was River Hill to begin the return journey.  The round 

trip had taken less than three hours and any tiredness I 

may have felt was offset by a great sense of   

achievement. 

“I came to the conclusion that it would be a good idea to 

invest in a map.  The old adage that a picture is worth a 

thousand words aptly applies to maps.  A mere glance 

and you are instantly aware of where the high and low 

ground lies, where rivers flow or the best route to take to 

reach some landmark or village.” 
 

Ed: Clearly a boy who appreciated geography but  

fancy doing all that with only three bicycle gears!  I find 

it quite taxing enough sorting the gears out for climbing 

that hill in a car.                      

Brian’s book includes his memories of:-  

early years in Wallcrouch and Darby’s Cottage – 

evacuation to St Ives in Cornwall – schooling with Mrs 

Manktelow – 1945 – at home at 3 Walters Cottages – 

Wadhurst High Street – vitamin deficiency – Christmas 

– radio programmes – education (Mr Mould – 

headmaster; Mrs Manktelow) – the Flower Show – 

school dinners – Cubs (Miss Kelsey = Akela) – hop-

picking – cycling – pocket money – PC Clemmence and 

village life – farming experiences – holidays – football 

and Arsenal playing cricket against Horsmonden – visit 

to Highbury – hobbies – secondary school and extended 

curriculum (Bill Craig-Mair) – Young Farmers Club – 

school sports and trips e.g. to Festival of Britain (1951) 

– joining the RAF as a airframe fitter. 

A copy of Brian’s book is in the WHS Library for those who 

would like to borrow it. 

****** 

We had a visit from three other gentlemen with vivid 

memories of Wadhurst and enjoyed listening to their 

memories:  GEOFF and ROD ELDRIDGE and GRAHAM 

SMITH.  We are now hoping they will come back soon, 

and perhaps they will have written down some of their 

random reminiscences.  

****** 

JACK WHITE (formerly of 4 Green Square)  has given 

us a watercolour painting of a bowl of flowers which 

shows that MISS BOYD of Hill House, whose kindness 

to her patients during the two World Wars has been 

featured frequently in our publications, was also an 

extremely accomplished artist. 

 

SNIPPETS FROM THE CENTRE: 
 

As we all try to decide how we are going to vote in the 

forthcoming referendum on our EU membership, an EU 

which is definitely metric, we might be wise to have 

concerns about the accuracy of our own forms of 

measurement…… 
 

The Daily Telegraph of  21st November 1963 reported: 

“Standard Yard Short Measure – the bronze bar cast 

in 1855 in London as the Imperial Standards yard is 1.2 

ten thousandths of an inch shorter than the requirements 

of the Weights and Measures Act, states a report by the 

National  Physical Laboratory at Teddington”.    

  For more information see SC/PR/188 

Most of the following short items come from 

the Kent and Sussex Courier - 

 2nd World War:   26th April 1940, at the Mark Cross 

Police Court – “Kenneth George Aers of Cousley Wood 

was fined £1 for driving a motor vehicle at Wadhurst on 

March 30 with un-whitened bumpers and running 

boards, the facts being stated by PC W Clements”.    

                                            SC/PR/031 

Sidney signed for action with army aged just 12. 
1st   August 2014 

Quietly pulling pints at the George Inn, Frant, landlord 

SIDNEY LEWIS gave little hint of the dramatic story 

which would amaze readers of national newspapers long 

after his death in 1969. 

For after running away from home and lying about his 

age to enlist at just 12, Lewis found himself thrust into 

action on the Somme.  As a member of the newly 

formed Machine Gun Corps, serving in the front line for 

six weeks in one of the bloodiest battles of all time, the 

boy was lucky to escape with his life. 

Like many schoolboys released from the classroom in 

the summer of 1915, when the recruitment drive was at 

its height, he had been fired up by the thought of what 

was being sold as a great adventure.  He managed to 

hoodwink the Army, but once his mother found out 

where he was, his soldiering days were over at least for 

a while.  She sent his birth certificate to the War Office 

and he was sent home. 

“My father told me he’d been in the Great War, but I 

thought he was making it up because he was too 

young,” said his only child, Colin.  “After his death, the 

family went through his effects and it was then that I 

realised he’d been telling the truth.” 



 

The Prince of Wales – the future King Edward VII 

visited Wadhurst Park just before Christmas 1888.  

Wadhurst buzzed with excitement and anticipation when 

it became known that he would visit the country seat of 

wealthy Spanish banker, the Marquis of Santurce. 

Outdoor sports were the main attraction.  Arriving by 

train, the Prince had his own suite at the Mansion which 

was sufficiently secluded to offer him all the privacy he 

and his retinue desired.                                       SC/SB/027 
 

French Culture  -  4th October 1872:       M Jules 

Simon, the French Minister has taken in hand the 

reformation of the songs of the working classes.  He has 

called upon the Principal of the Paris Conservatoire ( M 

Ambroise Thomas) to supply a collection of solos, duets 

and musical works, for the use of the people, in order to 

displace the vulgar, commonplace, and lugubrious 

compositions, now sung by operatives and peasants.  It 

is a pity there is no ‘Simon Preu’ here to take the same 

course with our Music Halls.                             SC/PR/003 

Film Unit in the Village – October 1951   A film 

company, World Wide Films, began work in Wadhurst 

this week on a documentary which will describe a day in 

the life of a district nurse. 

The company expects to be in the district for four or five 

weeks, in which time numerous shots will be taken of 

local private houses and farmhouses – in addition to 

local parents and nurses.  When completed the 

documentary will occupy about 20 minutes’ running 

time and will be sent to the Far East as one of a series 

issued by the Central Office of Information.      15/PR/021 
 

A Macabre Discovery – Family Shock  A wooden box 

containing human bones has been discovered in a 

Wadhurst home, but police say there are no suspicious 

circumstances.  The box was discovered by relations 

sorting through a householder’s possessions.  They 

passed it on to a solicitor in Heathfield who in turn 

alerted the police.  

A spokesman said “an initial expert inspection revealed 

that the bones belonged to a male aged between 20 and 

30 years”.  It is believed the man died about 50 years 

ago and that the bones were kept for medical purposes. 
16/AM/106 

 

The Tale of the Bus Shelter at Buckhurst Lane 

February 1951:  the Chairman of the Wadhurst Parish 

Council , G N W Boyes, said he had received a cheque 

from Mr Stanley Bratchell of Buckhurst Place for £200 

to cover the cost of erecting a bus shelter at the end of 

Buckhurst Lane near the railway bridge. 

In a letter enclosed with the cheque, Mr Bratchell 

offered to supply all the timber required from his estate, 

and left the matter entirely in the hands of the Council 

as to what type of shelter they erected.   
             15/PR/021  

August 1951:  Although local builders were asked to 

submit tenders for the erection of a bus shelter at 

Buckhurst Lane,Wadhurst, the Wadhurst Parish Council 

has had to accept a tender by a builder from Five Ashes.  

Only one reply was received from a local builder – and 

he said that he would not be able to do the job for some 

time. The tender accepted is for £20, which, says the 

Council, is very reasonable.                                     15/PR/021 

Dangerous Footpath  - September 1951 

Mr R W Ward complained at Wadhurst Parish Council 

meeting on Monday about the bad state of the footpath 

across the railway line leading from the Castle Inn to the 

cottages the other side of the line and said there were 

ruts a foot deep in places.  The Clerk was instructed to 

write to British Railways on the matter.           15/PR/021 

That complaint has a certain familiar ring to it! 

Teacher for 52 years at school where she was a pupil. 

August 1951 - A teacher at Wadhurst School for 52 

years, Mrs MARGARET HELEN MANKTELOW of 

Primmers Green is to retire at the end of the Christmas 

Term. 

Native of Wadhurst, Mrs Manktelow herself attended 

Wadhurst Church School and at the age of 13 became a 

pupil teacher.  For the greater part of her teaching life 

she has been connected with the infant department. 

Mrs Manktelow who is also superintendent of the 

Sunday School told the Advertiser she hoped to keep her 

work on at the Sunday School after retirement. 

She has also been responsible for many years for the 

organisation for the annual school outing [Maggie’s 

Special] to Hastings on which 300 – 400 children go 

each year. 

Maggie Manktelow, as she was known, was born in 

1886 and started school when she was three in 1889. 

15/PR/021 

Florence Pilbeam, born in 1899 celebrated her 100th 

birthday in March 1999 with her three children, 11 

grandchildren, 20 great-grandchildren and 12 great-

great-grandchildren. 

Florence was effectively an orphan as her mother died 

of pneumonia and she was therefore sent to live with an 

aunt.  At 14 she went into service working for a timber 

merchant at Pell House, Wadhurst.   

During the 1st World War she met George Pilbeam at a 

Salvation Army meeting.  Although he was under age, 

he signed up in the Army and was killed along with his 

brother, Arthur on the battlefields of France [at the 

Battle of Aubers Ridge].  Mrs Pilbeam later ‘walked 

out’ with George’s older brother, Thomas who was a 

blacksmith. 

The couple married in the summer of 1920 in the 

Methodist Church [next door to the Pilbeams’ Forge] to 



 

the resounding chimes of local blacksmiths’ hammers 

on anvils as the chapel had no bells.  

By the 2nd World War, Mrs Pilbeam had three grown-up 

daughters, Dorothy, Evelyn and Olive but she kept busy 

by looking after two evacuee girls and knitting socks 

while on fire-watch duty. 

After fifty one years of marriage, Thomas Pilbeam died 

in 1971 after which Florence went to live at Haliwell 

Nursing Home in Tunbridge Wells.                  16/AM/079 

 

From the Tunbridge Wells Advertiser: November 1951 

Mr and Mrs Albert Pratt celebrated their diamond 

wedding at Gardener’s Cottage, Lower Cousley Wood.  

Both were born in Wadhurst.  

Mr Pratt started work when he was 10 and earned 

sixpence a day.  Mrs Pratt went into service at the age of 

14 at Riverhall and received 3/- per week. 

Both were keen walkers but Mr Pratt at one time walked 

from Wadhurst Station to High Brooms brickyard. 
 

New Wear for Men – March 1951   Two of the 

competition prize-winners at the White Hart Darts and 

Social Club annual dance at the Commemoration Hall 

on Saturday will probably not find much use for the 

prizes they received.  Possibly, however, their wives 

will see they are not wasted.  

The announcement was Mr R Glover – nylons.  Mr 

Yeoman – nylons.                                              15/PR/021    
 

From The Tunbridge Wells Advertiser 

November 1923 

Said the Secretary of the Fat Stock Show in a tragic 

voice on Wednesday morning: 

“They’ve gone and fixed the date of the General 

Election for the same date we have our dinner.” 

“Well”, said the farmer, whom he addressed, in an 

unconcerned voice: “One of ‘em will have to be 

cancelled, that’s all.” 

“I am wondering which it will be.” 

 

Wadhurst Equitable Outing – August 1951 

 

In spite of the rain, 250 adults and juvenile members of 

Wadhurst Equitable Friendly Society made the most of 

their annual outing on Saturday when eight coaches 

conveyed them to Eastbourne.  The outing was arranged 

by Mr R W Baldwin, Wadhurst Agency Secretary.  
15/PR/021 

The Wadhurst History Society has hanging on the wall the 

framed certificate of the Wadhurst Friendly Society Branch 

showing the names of the members from Wadhurst who gave 

their lives in the 1st World War.  

 
Lake No Light Undertaking 

 

The talk of Wadhurst and no doubt for miles around in 

the summer of 1887 was of the new lake which a small 

army of workmen was carving out of grazing land on 

the wealthy Mr De Murietta’s Wadhurst Park estate. 

It was not a light undertaking in a century which had 

seen railways and canals built across the face of Britain 

with no more sophisticated tools than picks, shovels, 

wheelbarrows, and the occasional charge of gunpowder. 

That August an admiring Courier correspondent 

reported that the lake was to be a mile long and 300 

yards wide, with a depth varying from four to 14 feet, 

and when completed it would be devoted to yachting, 

fishing and wild duck shooting – a sport which had 

already attracted to Wadhurst Park such celebrities as 

the Prince of Wales (the future King Edward VII) and 

Lord Randolph Churchill. 

The correspondent wrote:   The lake is situated on the 

confines of the park and can be seen from the fine 

mansion. 

A runlet which runs into it from Batts Wood has been 

specially cleared for the accommodation of tench.  A 

haven has also been formed for boats to run into in 

stormy weather. 

There are six islands, two of which average nearly an 

acre in extent.  The islands contain some fine oak and 

ash trees, and some of them will be planted with flowers 

and ferns. 

At the lower part of the lake is a strong dam which even 

now presents a formidable appearance and is not yet 

completed.  The overflow water will be let off where it 

will find its way into a stream which runs down towards 

Etchingham. 

During the excavations which were supervised by Mr B 

David of John’s Cross, near Montfield, parts of a 

submerged forest and sea shingle were discovered at a 

depth of 14 feet. This was as though to confirm the 

theory that a tidal river had once flowed up to Wadhurst 

– hence nearby Tidebrook. 

Mr Davis sometimes had as many as 60 or 70 men, 

many of them drawn from Wadhurst, Battle and the 

neighbourhood, in his employ. 

His discoveries were not confined to the dawn of 

history. At a smaller lake on the estate he succeeded in 

raising a small yacht which had been sunk in 17 feet of 

water many years before while riding at anchor with 

sails set.  It was in a fair state of preservation. 
 

Mr De Murietta’s new lake may have been a rich man’s 

whim but, as the Courier commented in congratulating 

Mr Davis on the manner in which he was carrying out 

the undertaking: 

“It has afforded employment to many men who would 

otherwise have been unable to provide for their wives 

and families.” 

SC/SB/24 

 



 

Notes from the Editor. 
 

The next Newsletter should appear in about three 

months’ time.  It would be good to receive comments, 

information and articles from Members for inclusion 

and also any questions that you may have. Somebody 

may well know the answer(s). Such contributions should 

be sent to  

The Editor, Chequers, Stone Cross Road, Wadhurst TN5 

6LR or e-mailed to handew@waitrose.com before  

FRIDAY 8TH JULY 2016. 

_____________________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wadhurst History Society Outings 2016: 
Saturday 16th April – coach trip and escorted visit 

to Hampton Court, leaving the Greyhound at 8.30 

am. 

Saturday 4th June – coach trip to the biennial 

Chichester Cathedral Flower Festival, leaving 

the Greyhound at 8.30 am. 

Saturday 17th September – coach trip to Walmer 

and Deal Castles. 

For full details or to book a seat, please contact Rachel on 

01892 783455. 

 
Wadhurst History Society Publications 

Wadhurst  - Then and Now, a study in pictures             £12 

Victorian Wadhurst                   £9  

The Last Prize Fight            £4 

Wadhurst Back in Time: 1901 - 1936                      £15 

Wadhurst’s Black Sunday:  9th May 1915        £10 

Wadhurst in the Second World War                      £12 

The Day Wadhurst Changed,  

Friday 20th January 1956                   £9 

A Brief History of George Street                                       £4 

Wadhurst:  Town of the High Weald (2nd edition)    £12.50 
 

All are available at WHS meetings, from the Centre on 

Tuesday mornings, from Barnett’s Bookshop and the Post 

Office. 

 

 
Fund Raising Event: 

Because we now have to pay a substantially increased 

rent for the Wadhurst History Centre while at the same 

time providing the necessary archive stationery, we are 

very dependent on fund-raising events.  This Spring’s is 

on  

Saturday 7th May 
 

SPRING COFFEE MORNING,  
TABLE TOP AND CRAFTS SALE. 

 
There will be numerous stalls and the 

Wadhurst History Society is 

responsible for the bric-à-brac stall, 

cakes and sweets etc, plants, books, a 

raffle, a bottle tombola and the 

café/restaurant.  We shall be open till 2 

pm and will serve light lunches from 

11.45. 

Please can you contribute generously to provide plenty 

of goods/ jams and preserves, soup, bottles, prizes etc 

and also make sure you join us, bringing your friends 

for coffee and lunch.  Offers of help in the kitchen 

would be much appreciated.  
         
The front cover of this Newsletter shows the Railway 

Station in the 1930s and mentions the Railway Inn. 

 

Mr Gibb did more than just be a hotelier, it would seem. 
 

To see more of our archives, consult our website: 

www.wadhursthistorysociety.org 
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